Abstract-Call Admission Control (CAC) protocols play a very important role in the performance of wireless networks. In this paper, we present a call admission control protocol for cellular wireless networks. Our protocol depends on degrading the existing calls by reducing the bandwidth allocated to them in order to admit "important" calls. Our protocol assign priorities for the incoming calls, and in the same time assign priorities to the existing calls, both admitted calls are admitted according to their priorities and the existing calls are degraded according to their priorities. We show simulation results for the relation between network utilization, call blocking probability, and average assigned bandwidth during the life of the call.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless devices and connectivity through wireless networks are growing at an astonishing rate. Wireless networks are not only used for cellular phone applications, they are carrying different types of traffic, voice, video, and data [3] . They range in coverage from desktop area networks to national cellular networks. Users of such networks expect a specific Quality of Service QoS depending on their application and service contracts. The network must guarantee the QoS requested by each user, and in the same time maximize their revenue by maximizing the number of users (calls) admitted to the network.
Admission control policies play a crucial role in the performance of any network. When deciding to admit a call to the network there are many factors to be taken into consideration most of them are contradictory (network utilization, revenue, QoS, fairness, … ). The call admission control works in real-time, the algorithm used should be suitable for real-time implementation using the limited resources of the base station controller [15] There has been a lot of research in call admission that could be summarized as follows.
FCFS is probably the simplest of all call admission protocols, in this method if a call arrives and there is enough bandwidth to accommodate it, it is accepted, otherwise rejected. This method has shown to produce a good utilization of the bandwidth however it has been shown to be biased against calls with high bandwidth requirements. As a way of introducing some priority in FCFS, bandwidth is divided into segments and call requests are grouped into different categories such that a call request from category i can only be admitted if there is enough bandwidth in segment i otherwise rejected. The main problem with this technique is the waste of bandwidth since we could have enough bandwidth in one segments but a call is rejected in another segment.
In [5] , the authors proposed a general framework for bandwidth degradation and call admission in a multi-class traffic wireless network. Their objective is to model the changes in the revenue of the network due to admitting new users, in the same time they estimated the cost of degrading an ongoing call and considered it to be a negative revenue. The overall objective is to maximize the revenue. In their analysis they considered an exponential service time for the calls, and a Poisson arrival pattern. They did not differentiate between new calls and handoff calls, neither they considered the effect of handoff at all
In [17] The authors used the direction of the movement to predict the next cell and make an early reservation before the actual handoff occurs. They used both threshold distance and threshold time for early reservation. They assumed a real-time positioning technology in order to determine the position and the direction of movement of the user. They also used channel borrowing in the sense of migrating channels from cold cells to hot cells (within constraints) not in the sense of borrowing bandwidth from existing calls as we use in this work.
El-Kadi et al in [6] proposed a new call admission scheme. Their protocol depends on dividing the connections into realtime, and data connection. The real time connections are guaranteed at least a minimum B.W. where the data connections are assumed to tolerate a large delay and there is no guarantee minimum B.W. In their protocol, a handoff call is admitted if there is enough B.W. in the cell, or if the minimum required bandwidth for this call could be achieved by borrowing from other connections in the cell. However, in their protocol they did not support any priority schemes either for the admitted call, or the calls they borrow from.
In [9] the authors proposed a 2-level call admission scheme. In this protocol, The protocol is divided into 2 parts, Basic Call Admission Control (BCAC), and Advanced Call Admission Control (ACAC). The BCAC determine the admission based on the availability of B.W. The ACAC determine the call admission by utilizing the delay tolerance and priority queue algorithm, Depending on the type of the call blocked by the BCAC.
In [10] the authors proposed a novel but rather simple protocol in order to improve the fairness, they proposed the use of a single buffer in order to hold the call request if there is not enough bandwidth. If a call arrives and there is enough bandwidth, it is admitted right away. If there is not enough bandwidth, and the buffer is free, the call is admitted to the buffer and waits until there is enough bandwidth, then it is admitted and the buffer is cleared. If a call arrives and another call is waiting in the buffer, the new call is rejected. They proved that under a Poisson arrival and exponential service time, their protocol is optimally fair. However, one of the major drawback of their protocol is that it leads to a drop of utilization when there is a big difference in the bandwidth requirements of the different classes. The protocol also does not support priorities.
In [13] , the author presented a study of the reliability of call admission control assuming an M/M/c loss system at the call level and a bufferless link. The definition of reliability is the probability that the admitted call , or any existing call in the system, will receive less than its prescribed QoS. The author showed that many CAC proposed schemes are not acceptably reliable.
In [1] the author proposed a call admission protocols that can support differentiated fairness and maintain a good resource utilization for calls that require different and widely varied bandwidth. However the author assumed a fixed bandwidth for every call and no call degradation is allowed in order to admit new calls.
A new call admission protocol for voice and best-effort data is proposed in [11] . They proposed a 3-D birth death model that can effectively model both on/off voice traffic as well as best-effort data traffic. Their algorithm depends on searching the optimal admission region in order to maximize the resource utilization and in the same time not to violate the requested QoS of the individual users.
Admission control for integrated voice and data service using CDMA was proposed in [16] . In [12] a call admission protocol is proposed with the objective of guaranteeing the overall loss ratio of the system. Call admission protocols that takes into account the user velocity and the direction of movement in allocating bandwidth not only in the current cells but in the cell the user is moving into are studied in [7] and [8] . In [2] , the authors proposed a Qos Provisioning for admission control for multimedia wireless networks.
The organization of our paper as follows, Section II states the mode we use in our simulation for both the network and the traffic. Section III explains our protocol. Section IV shows the protocol performance under different load and traffic assumptions, the paper ends with a conclusion and future work.
II. THE MODEL
In this section, we present the network model and the traffic model we used throughout our simulation.
A. Network Model
We assume a cellular network architecture where every cell is served by a base station. Base stations are connected together by using a wireless or wireline network. Users are roaming in the coverage area and when moving from a cell to another cell, handoff occurs. The call admission control protocol is responsible for deciding whether to admit or to block a new or a handoff request.
When the network is congested and the CAC decides to turn down an admission request, that is called a blocked call. However, if the admission request is coming from an active call in a neighboring cell that is moving into the cell's coverage area, that is called a dropped call. From the customer point of view, blocking a call is much more tolerable than dropping an active call. The admission control protocol must take this into consideration.
Although we did not study in this paper the handoff. However, this issue can be handled easily in our model as follows. Our protocol, as we will see in the next section, can support different priority levels for calls requesting admission. The handoff calls can be represented in our analysis as a high priority call. Our protocol does not require any information about the movements of the mobile terminals, it just treats handoff requests as a high priority which results in a preferential treatment for these calls.
We assume a Poisson arrival for calls. The service time for every call is exponentially distributed. Different classes of calls with different priorities, different arrival rate and service time, and different bandwidth requirements are considered. The call blocking ratio for each class and the resource utilization (network bandwidth) are the main parameters of interest.
B. Traffic model
We assume different types of traffic (audio, video or data). However for every type, we assume different classes or categories of users. For example consider a mobile terminal transmitting video, the quality of service offered to the terminal depends on the price paid for the service and can range over a wide range affecting the quality of the received video. The different types of traffic are characterized by different arrival rates, service rates, and bandwidth requirements.
Many applications especially audio and video transmission can support a variable bit rate. For example, MPEG-4 supports very low bit rate coding with bandwidth requirements of 5-64Kbps [3] , while in Audio, using silence detection and sophisticated coding techniques [4] results in encoding that supports variable bit rate.
In this paper, we assume that every class has a maximum (requested) bandwidth, and a minimum bandwidth. The assumption is that, this class of traffic can supports degraded performance down to the minimum bandwidth. The network can, if needed, borrow some bandwidth from any user with a condition of not violating its minimum bandwidth requirements. Constant bit rate sources are a special case where the minimum bandwidth is the same as the maximum bandwidth.
III. PROPOSED PROTOCOL
We assume n classes of users, such that users in class i require a maximum bandwidth of B maxi , and a minimum bandwidth of B mini . The difference between these two values is the degradation that a user in class i can tolerate (degradable bandwidth for class i). The degradable bandwidth (B maxi -B mini ) for a call in class i is divided into λ i segments, each segment is (B max -B min )/ λ i . λ i determine the granularity of the bandwidth borrowed from a connection in class i. It also determine the priority of class i connections as we will see in this section. A call is said to be in level s, if there are s segments borrowed from it. The network borrows segments from ongoing calls in a way such that the difference between the states of any two calls that did not exhaust all their degradable bandwidth is at most 1. A network is said to be in state s, if each node that did not exhaust its degradable bandwidth is either level s or s-1, and all the calls that have already exhausted their degradable bandwidth do have a number of segment in their degradable bandwidth equal to s x < s. segments. Figure 1 shows the bandwidth requirements for 4 classes. Every class has its own B max , , B min , and λ Note that λ also determine the priority of class i as far as borrowing bandwidth is concerned. Since the network borrows bandwidth from users in such a way that the difference between any 2 levels in the network is at most 1, which means that is the network borrowed from class 1 a segment, it can not borrow another segment from class 1 unless it borrows a segment from all other calls in progress. That means the CAC protocol will borrow a segment from class 4, (The entire degradable bandwidth of class 4) before it borrows another segment from a call in class 1. Thus giving class 1 a higher priority than class 4 (for bandwidth degradation purpose).
A. Priority
The proposed protocol also supports priority in call admission. Every class has an admission priority p i a call in class i can only be admitted if the network is in state s such that
Our protocol has the advantage of having priority levels for different callers by treating them differently both in admitting them or not (based on the network state), and by deciding to borrow bandwidth from them. Low priority calls are not admitted if the network is beyond a specific state, also for high priority calls, we can increase the number of segments which leads to a smaller segment, and allowing borrowing is smaller quantities from high priority callers. That leads to a situation that if the network is saturated beyond a specific threshold, we can be sure that we will borrow from high priority calls only to admit another high priority call.
B. Handoff calls:
We opted not to deal with handoff calls any differently. than new calls. In reality, handoff calls usually have higher priority than new calls. Customers consider getting a busy signal to be less of a nuisance than a call is terminated abruptly just because the customer moved to another cell. Thus handoff calls are usually given a higher priority in than new calls. However, in this protocol we do have priority levels that are assigned to each category, in this case, handoff calls are considered to have a higher priority than new calls, thus giving them a preferential treatment when it comes to accepting the call or not.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT
We have simulated our protocol and we report our results in this section, the important factors that we considered are the call blocking ratios for the different categories, the average bandwidth assigned to each call, and the utilization. However another factor we must take into consideration that is the number of changes in the bandwidth allocated to the call during its lifetime. Table 1 shows the workload we used in our simulation. We used the workload that was presented in [14] , and [6] . The mix of the different types of traffic will be reported for each experiment. Also the amount of degradable bandwidth (B min , B max ), the priority levels, as well as the number of segments
B min2 B min3 B min4
will be stated for each experiment. Unless otherwise stated, the number of segments in the degradable bandwidth. λ i is set to 10, and the probability p i is 10 for all types.
In our simulation, we used the average bandwidth requirements in [14] , but not the maximum. The reason for doing so, is the average and maximum do make sense in packet switching, but in circuit switching (what we are considering here), the bandwidth requested at the time of admission is the maximum, then the bandwidth may fluctuate down to the minimum during the life of the call.
One issue we have to consider is the mix of these different types of traffic. We could not find in the literature any model to predict the mix of traffic in wireless networks. We decided on using a mix that shares the cell bandwidth equally between the different types. The arrival rate for the different calls is adjusted such that the load on the network (number of calls) for the different types is such that the different types of traffic equally share the network bandwidth among them. For example, the arrival rate for type 4 (require 20Kpbs) is one and half times that of type 1 (require 30Kbps).
Our system model is as follows: 30Mbps total bandwidth per cell. We modeled handoff calls as a different category of calls with the same traffic characteristics as the new calls in the same group but with a higher priority when needed. When we modeled the call blocking probability (and call drop probability for handoff calls) we reported it vs. utilization. The reason for reporting it vs. utilization instead of arrival rate is because arrival rate depends on the total cell bandwidth (an arrival rate of 0.1 calls per minute could be a very high load or a very low load depending on the total cell bandwidth). However reporting it vs. utilization indicates the behavior of the network as the traffic increases and the network becomes congested. The utilization in the Figures ranges from 0 to 0.1 (0-100%). However because of the ability of the call admission protocol to reduce the bandwidth of the existing calls in order to admit other calls, the actual load on the network goes beyond the 100% utilization. In our simulation, a 100% utilization corresponds to a load that would require 150% utilization without the bandwidth degradation. Figure 2 shows the call blocking probability vs. the network utilization. We can see from the graph that the call blocking probability is kept below 0.5% up to a load one and half times the utilization by using bandwidth degradation. Also the call blocking probability will be the highest for type 2 traffic that requires a constant bit rate of 256Kbps with no degradation. Figure 3 shows the normalized bandwidth for types 3 to 6 (types 1 and 2 require a constant bit rate with no degradation and the normalized bandwidth for them is always 1). Since different types of traffic require different bandwidth, normalized bandwidth (ratio between requested bandwidth and assigned one throughout the life is the call) is a good indication for customer satisfiability. Up to about 60% utilization every type is getting almost its required bandwidth. When the network starts to suffer congestion, bandwidth will be degraded for every type according to its tolerance to bandwidth degradation. Of course, type 6 with its huge bandwidth requirements (10Mbps) and high tolerance (down to 1Mbos) is the one who suffers the most. Figure 4 shows how the protocol can be used to give a preferential treatment for handoff calls over new calls. In Figure 4 , we simulated the network using the same setting of Figure 1 . However, we considered that 30% of the calls in type 1 (audio calls) are handoff calls, the rest 70% are new calls. Both of these 2 types require the same bandwidth and the same tolerance for bandwidth degradation (0 degradation for type 1).The handoff calls are operating at a priority of 10 (highest priority in our setting), the rest of the calls are operating at priority of 7.When the network has a light load, both of new and handoff calls have the same very low call blocking rate. When the utilization increases, the call blocking rate for new calls approaches 1%, while the call blocking rate (in that case it is called call dropping rate since the call is moving from another cell) is kept below 0.1%. The rest of the traffic types performance is almost identical to Figure 1 Figure 5 shows the effect of changing the priority on the call blocking rate. We choose type 3 traffic (it has the lowest call dropping priority in Figure 1 . We varied type 3 priority from 1 to 10 and measured the call blocking rate. The Figure  shows clearly that at priority of 1, the call blocking rate is 22%, with increasing the priority the call blocking rate decreases, at a priority of 6, the rate drops to 0. For this experiment the network utilization was kept constant at 85%. In this paper we presented a call admission control protocol for cellular network. Our protocol depends on borrowing bandwidth from connections that can afford some performance degradation in order to admit new users to the network. Our protocol can assign priorities both in admitting traffic and in bandwidth degradation for different types of traffic. For future work, we would like to consider extending our protocol to guarantee QoS for both call blocking rate and the perceived quality of the call (number of BW changes).
